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This New York Times bestselling overview of Wes Anderson's filmography features previously
unpublished behind-the-scenes photos, artwork, and ephemera, with an introduction by Michael
Chabon.Writer/director Wes Anderson guides movie/television critic Matt Zoller Seitz through
Anderson's life and career in a hardcover book-length conversation, woven together with original
illustrations and production images from Bottle Rocket, Rushmore, The Royal Tenenbaums, The
Life Aquatic with Steve Zissou, The Darjeeling Limited, Fantastic Mr. Fox, and Moonrise
Kingdom.The result is a meticulously designed book that captures and reflects the spirit of Wes
Anderson's movies: melancholy, playful, wise, and wonderfully unique.Also available from Matt
Zoller Seitz: The Oliver Stone Experience, The Wes Anderson Collection: Bad Dads, The Wes
Anderson Collection: The Grand Budapest Hotel, and Mad Men Carousel.

From BookforumMax Dalton's charming children's book-style illustrations introduce each film
with a double-page spread of the movie's principal location, incorporating "fourth wall" views
suggested by Anderson's familiar cutaway dollhouse technique, used so well in the opening of
Moonrise Kingdom and The Life Aquatic. Designer Martin Venzky unpacks the filmmaker's
sources and style—with an inspired deployment of stills, amusingly corny display type, and
inventive layouts with images made to resemble postage stamps, scrapbook clippings, and
other collectibles—perfectly capturing Anderson's seductively twee combination of obsessive
detail and ironic distance. —Christopher LyonReview“In The Wes Anderson Collection, Seitz
expands a series of video essays on Anderson’s influences, illuminating as much of Anderson’s
process as possible in a massive, beautifully rendered volume. Although it looks (and
sometimes reads) like a coffee table book, The Wes Anderson Collection brings together style
and substance to provide a loving homage to Anderson’s films and moviemaking in
general.”―The A.V. Club“Your coffee table wants—no, scratch that—needs this book . . . Packed
with 400 images of everything from behind-the-scenes set shots to makeup inspiration to hand-
drawn storyboards, the massive tome is pure eye candy. But in addition to the visuals, Seitz also
dives deep into each and every Anderson film.”―NYLON“A magical tour of Wes Anderson’s
filmography.”―C magazine“Each page of this book—filled with conversations, photographs and
artwork surrounding each film—showcases Anderson’s pop-culture inspirations from Hitchcock
and Star Wars to Jacques Cousteau and the French New Wave. Better than most of their kind,
the talks reveal a candidness and honesty between critic and director, allowing Seitz to dig
around Anderson’s vault and share his discoveries.”―FILTER“The Wes Anderson Collection
comes as close as a book can to reading like a Wes Anderson film. The design is meticulously
crafted, with gorgeous full-page photos and touches like a still representation of Rushmore’s
opening montage.”―The A.V. Club“Reading the book, you feel as if you’re disappearing into the



miniature world of Anderson’s movies, like you’re playing around in the files and fastidiously kept
dossiers assembled for each project. In this way, the book mimics the work.”―Complex.com“It’s
smart, informative, and looks beautiful. In other words, it’s the perfect gift.”―Complex
magazine“The essence of a few of his beloved films… is captured in this New York
Times bestselling overview.”―Variety magazineAbout the AuthorMatt Zoller Seitz, a finalist for
the Pulitzer Prize in criticism, is the TV critic for New York Magazine and Vulture.com, as well as
the editor-in-chief of RogerEbert.com.A Brooklyn-based writer and filmmaker, Seitz has written,
narrated, edited, or produced more than a hundred hours' worth of video essays about cinema
history and style for The Museum of the Moving Image and The L Magazine, among other
outlets. His five-part 2009 video essay, "Wes Anderson: The Substance of Style," was later spun
off into a New York Times bestselling hardcover book series: The Wes Anderson
Collection (Abrams, 2013) and The Wes Anderson Collection: The Grand Budapest
Hotel (Abrams, 2015). Seitz is the founder and original editor of The House Next Door, now a
part of Slant Magazine, and the publisher of Press Play, a blog of film and TV criticism and video
essays. He is the director of the 2005 romantic comedy Home.Michael Chabon is the Pulitzer
Prize-winning author of many novels, the most recent being Telegraph Avenue. He lives in
Berkeley, California, with his wife and four children.Max Dalton is a graphic artist living in Buenos
Aires, Argentina, by way of Barcelona, New York, and Paris. He has published a few books and
illustrated some others, including The Wes Anderson Collection: The Grand Budapest Hotel
(Abrams, 2015). Max started painting in 1977, and since 2008, he has been creating posters
about music, movies, and pop culture, quickly becoming one of the top names in the
industry.Read more
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J. herbert, “"Hmm...". "Because usually you can do whatever you want. Instead, you have to
encourage those people to use all their powers, because they're the experts. They have so much
to bring to you, once you get them to provide it. But that's all part of managing a group.
Something it just backfires, but most of the time it's fun." - Wes Anderson on processAbove is
basically the gist of this book. The other title really could've/should've been Anderson/Seitz ala
Hitchcock/Truffaut. It's difficult actually for me to give this 4 out of 5 stars (sometimes in the book
it's more like 3 and a half out of five) because I went into this so ready to think it would be like
One Of The Best Books.Perhaps I should manage my expectations better, but MZS is one of the
finest critics writing today - the man is chief editor of Roger Ebert for a reason, but even if I just
go by his TV review/recaps he's wonderful - and you can get a strong sense of his gift for
analysis and depth and insight in the essays that precede the eight films discussed here (it was
written and published just prior to Grand Budapest Hotel, which is just hinted at).So, Seitz is a
terrific writer. As an interviewer... he's ok. Actually, maybe more than okay in parts. His main aim
here is to get Wes Anderson, one of the true independent mainstream American directors
working today (that, you know, gets major stars for his movies, basically a younger Scorsese in
that he gets to do it HIS way bankrolled by the big studios, usually anyway) to talk about what
goes into the mix in his pudding. Sometimes he gets some good insight into just behind the
scenes nuggets - casting, like Gene Hackman and some of the difficulty on Tenenbaums initially,
Bill Murray, Edward Norton, George Clooney - and things like finding certain locations, finding
music...Where it gets tricky and slippery is when Seitz inserts himself into the interviews.
Arguably, he does it a bit too much, sometimes bringing his own kids into what they thought of
the movies or certain stories. Of course there are reasons for this, to try and bridge the personal
into the theoretical, or thematic. Maybe this isn't all Seitz's fault that Anderson tends to get cagey
at times with his answers (the aforementioned 'Hmms', of which there are at least, I didn't count
20 here throughout).Anderson reminds me in a way like David Lynch: a true artist, he can talk
about things that went into the making of his movies, things that sort of inspire him - other
movies, music, art, striking locations - but when it comes to themes or deeper meanings in
ideas, things that tie the films together (such as for Anderson's movies, "What is a family?" is a
directly related question), he just can't go there. Or maybe the way MZS expresses it isn't quite
clear enough for Anderson. Or the tension is just too palpable to really dig farther in. Or, frankly,
the context isn't the greatest.And I get that. But there are other times the questions just seem to
be Seitz reaching a bit far into the hat to pull something out to try to get something else out of
Anderson. And yet, this is a complaint that is... I'd say only about 15 to 20% of a book that is
otherwise pretty darn awesome. It's LOADED with photographs, storyboard images, stills,
behind the scenes stuff, film comparisons, even stamps from Citizen Kane (!) that make it into
like a Big Movie Book, which also brings the comparison up to the Godfather of Movie Books,
Hitchcock/Truffaut. Anderson is amiable and can express things well enough and it's a fun, quick



read.While I wish some of the things MZS reaches for and expresses weren't quite always AS
about him, he mostly steers everything in the right direction which is about process, how a
director who does have such control over his movies - I can't see how he could work any other
way with the stories and characters he creates, along with his co-writers and collaborators -
goes about creating what he does. But, ultimately, the book also illustrates that no matter how
much you pick at something you can really only get out of a filmmaker: "I just like it" and that's it.
At a certain point we can be critics all we want. It's ours now. And for his reasons... they're so
many. And, naturally, it'll be essential reading for Anderson fans, and those just looking to get a
sense of what filmmaking at a personal-cum-commercial level is all about in this day and
age.But on the other hand..."I think, often, what ends up being important in a movie thematically,
or what it ends up being really about, is usually not what you're focusing on. You're focusing on
what a certain character is going to say, what this character wants from this other character, how
they feel, and how she's going to express what she wants, and what's going to happen, you
know? And as with everything else in life or writing or filmmaking, you don't really control what it
means - my instinct is that I don't want to control it, because it's better if it just comes to life, in
whatever way that can happen. And everything else, everything feels like it has to be created for
one of these movies, so I'd rather have the meanings come out of the life of it, rather than
wanting to demonstrate a certain theme, or communicate a certain theory." - Wes Anderson on
themes"Sammy, I don't talk about themes." - David Lynch.”

Tamar Gegidze, “Nice for a Wes Anderson fan. I like this book, but I prefer "The Wes Anderson
Collection: The Grand Budapest Hotel".”

Chill Bill, “AMAZING FOR WES ANDERSON FANS. I LOVE THIS BOOK”

Mary Lins, “Lovely, Luscious and Fascinating. I’m a HUGE Wes Anderson fan and have reveled
in his entire oeuvre – including commercials. So it was a “no-brainer” for me to purchase this
lovely and luscious book, “The Wes Anderson Collection” by Matt Zoller Seitz. Seitz says this
book is for “detail-obsessed fetishists” and I guess that describes me!When it arrived I flipped
quickly through it looking at the pictures. It’s a scrap-book of sorts for Wes’ seven films: “Bottle
Rocket” through “Moonrise Kingdom” (a new film, “The Grand Budapest Hotel”, comes out in
2014). I was thrilled with all the pictures and colorful illustrations because what most of us Wes
Anderson fans love about his work is the way his movies LOOK. Part of his style is his incredible
attention to detail – every single prop or costume is meticulously chosen.Then I sat down to
READ the book because it contains a long conversation between Seitz and Anderson about his
films starting with “Bottle Rocket”. Well, I just totally “GEEKED OUT” and realized that I need to
re-watch each movie and then read the corresponding interview and look at the photos and
story-boards and frame shots. So that’s what I’m doing. Wes Anderson’s films are imminently re-
watchable and this book just ups the ante for enjoyment and “insider” information.I highly



recommend this book (and it’s a BARGAIN for a coffee table quality book!) to Anderson fans or
anyone who revels in reading about great writer/directors. Everything about his work is unique:
the look, the sound (don’t even get me started on his wonderful soundtracks!), the HUMOR, the
pace, the tone, the pathos…well, you get my drift: I love this book ALMOST as much as I love
Wes Anderson’s films.”

Danny E.Ochoa, “Love Wes Anderson and love tis book!. A great book for anyone who is a fan of
Wes Andersons work. The book arrived promptly and in great condition!”

m, “Great. This is a great coffee table book. The pictures are great and the pages are great
quality!”

C.M. & T.M., “a storybook for grown-ups. We're Wes Anderson fans around here- not at the level
where we own every movie he's made in every format, etc. but we eagerly await every film he
creates and we have our favorites (I've seen Rushmore more times than I care to admit). This
book is like a beautiful, creative, inspiring story book for grown ups- it's full of images and
interviews on every film that Wes Anderson has directed- storyboards, frames and screenshots
from the films, screenshots from other films that inspired Anderson, plus tons of ephemera from
all of the films. Every page is a wonderland- so much to look at and discover. I spent an hour just
pouring over the Moonrise Kingdom section of the book when we first opened it- not reading a
single word, just studying the images. And every time I open the book, I find myself getting
happily lost inside of it, and learning all these new and amazing things about all of Anderson's
work.I can't recommend this enough. If you enjoy the whimsical worlds that Anderson creates,
this book is more of the same. Wonderful.”

Matthew Chattle, “Wes Anderson Collection. A superb book about Wes Anderson films up to
Moonrise Kingdom, informative and interesting reading”

Tom, “Brilliant piece for any Wes Anderson fan.. Fantastic illustrations, brilliant coffee table book.
It’s got some weight to it. Worth every penny.”

Chloe, “Lovely book. Got this for my dads birthday as he loves Wes Anderson. The book is
beautiful and very high quality. I'm sure he will love it!”

thomas gillespie, “A must have for Wes Anderson fans.. Great book providing a window to the
world of Wes Anderson. A must have for fans of his films or fans or design.”

E.T, “Great buy!. This is a great book! I plan to buy a second copy. As a warning, this is quite a
large and heavy book. I travelled abroad with this book and it added significant weight to my
luggage.”



The book by Susan Au has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 1,569 people have provided feedback.
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